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Consortium level
Top challenges / problems

Strong economic interests from industrial side makes authorities to overlook breaking of 
regulations/permit conditions;  Political pressure to set higher permit/contract limit 
values for substances 

19%

10%

8%

8%

7%

Operation of pre-treatment facilities: lack of knowledge, lack of money, lack of 
willingness/motivation

More co-operation needed between authorities, industry and water utilities to make 
more optimal decisions and improve treatment by the most cost-effective and 
constructive means

Old contracts between WWTPs and industry – cannot be renewed to take into account 
new requirements e.g. on hazardous substances

Lack of pre-treatment

Detecting illegal discharges is difficult, often discharged to sewerage system by night etc. 
and there is no continuous monitoring

% of votes

7%

Motivating industries to minimize discharge levels 7%
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Country level (EE, FI)
Top challenges / problems

Strong economic interests from industrial side makes authorities to overlook breaking of 
regulations/permit conditions

EE

Regulatory
issue

How to separate industrial (point) sources and household (diffuse) sources of organic 
pollutants in the incoming wastewater? This is necessary for identifying the industrial sources

More co-operation needed between authorities, industry and water utilities to make more 
optimal decisions and improve treatment by the most cost-effective and constructive means

There is no awareness in political/decision making/industry side why treatment of industrial 
effluents is important and what it includes. Awareness raising and capacity building is needed. 

Tech
issue

People
issue

People 
issue

Strong economic interests from industrial side makes authorities to overlook breaking of 
regulations/permit conditions;  Political pressure to set higher permit/contract limit values for 
substances 

FI

Regulatory
issue

Motivating industries to minimize discharge levels

Effects of hazardous substances on the process

People
issue

Tech
issue
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Country level (LV, PL, RU)
Top challenges / problems

Lack of pre-treatment

LV
Tech
issue

Detecting illegal discharges is difficult, often discharged to sewerage system by night etc. and 
there is no continuous monitoring in municipalities

PL

Tech
issue

Strong economic interests from industrial side makes authorities to overlook breaking of 
regulations/permit conditions

Operation of pre-treatment facilities: lack of knowledge, lack of money, lack of 
willingness/motivation

Regulatory
issue

People & 
financial

issue

Penalties for overnormative discharges are so low that companies have no interest in obeying 
environmental norms

RU

Regulatory
issue

(Individual votes: Municipal WWTP capacity not enough to handle industrial discharge; Leakages to environment / municipal sewer 
system from industry – monitoring/warning system needed; Keeping up to date with technology development and best practices; Quick 
exchange of information on urgent problems at local level; Operation of pre-treatment facilities: lack of knowledge, lack of money, lack 
of willingness/motivation; Costs for industries (discharge fees) should be based on evaluation of relevant parameters)

(Individual votes: Lack of pre-treatment; Identifying and mapping the sources of industrial pollution needed for taking further measures to 
reduce them; More co-operation needed between authorities, industry and water utilities to make more optimal decisions and improve 
treatment by the most cost-effective and constructive means; There is no awareness in political/decision making/industry side why 
treatment of industrial effluents is important and what it includes. Awareness raising and capacity building is needed.; Old contracts 
between WWTPs and industry – cannot be renewed to take into account new requirements e.g. on hazardous substances.)
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Ideas for solutions (1)
Top challenges / problems

Ideas for solutions

Problem GROUP ID

- International cooperation: seminar for authorities, ministries + 
industries (with BEST representatives) 
- Environmental permits + env. inspections 
- Improvement of national supervision system 
- Public opinion / awareness
- Acknowledgement of environmentally friendly enterprises

Combined interest + economic pressure EE

- Own treatment plants for industrial facilities (-> expensive investments) 
- Receiving WWTPs allowed to decide on discharge / substance limits for 
industrial effluents (instead of the limits been set in environmental permits 
by authorities) 
- Legislative restrictions – e.g. a list of forbidden substances 

-Separate treatment of hazardous substances
- In Finland, industrial wastewater guidelines (2016) include a list of 

priority substances

Political pressure to set higher permit / 
contract limit values for substances 

FI

- Quick exchange of info
- Lack of knowledge -> rising the education level 
- Individual flexible contracts between industry and municipality
- Access to external experts
- tax reductions to increase investments

Lack of pre-treatment LV

- Just complain more
- Rise awareness of the citizens
- Information campaigns about ties between “bad” discharges 
and water tariffs
- Education of industry
- Motivational tools for industry. No motivation without a 
financial tool (tax reduction)
- Wide access to the information and public discussion (more 
costs for citizens or less jobs?)
- Law making

Strong political ties between politics / 
decision-makers and industry (not happening 
in big cities but in smaller ones) 

PL
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Ideas for solutions (2)
Top challenges / problems

- Cadastre -> new law -> pre-treatment
(A solid information base on industrial sources to enable the 
enforcement of the new law)

Lack of pre-treatment, identification of 
pollution sources, low penalties 

RU

- Organisation of regional training and roundtables with authorities and 
industry to raise awareness of the importance of the treatment of 
industrial effluents

Lack of awareness RU

- Introduction of a user pays -principle into national legislation. According 
to it, there would be a right for citizens to claim that fees for wastewater 
are distributed on an unequal basis and the old contracts would need to be 
renewed

Old contracts RU


